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vABSTRACT
 The purpose of this thesis work is to explore the possibility of efficient man-machine
communication through printed documents.  An attempt has been made to show the pattern
recognition techniques i.e., KNN classifier helpful in recognition of machine printed
characters and Artificial Neural Networks may be used to represent and recognize printed
English characters of any font and size.
 In our current work the machine printed document images are scanned by a front end
video scanner and are applied to noise removal techniques using smoothing and sharpening
filters.  The noiseless images are digitized into a bi-level image using Ni-Black proposed
binarization technique and proposed adaptive thresholding algorithm using Laplacian sign.
Our work is split into three parts.  The first part deals with segmentation and thinning.  The
output of this phase is thinned character image.  The second part involves features are
extracted from thinned image.  The third part deals with KNN classifiers and training of the
multilayer perceptron and recognizing characters after the system is trained.
 Automatic character recognition system promises to hold great future in Automatic
office information processing system by integrating with multimedia, like Graphics, image
and voice, into a single work station.
vi
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
21. INTRODUCTION
The digital revolution has drastically changed our perspective of the concept of
communication and connectivity. Though the advantages of this revolution are obvious and
are quite desirable, they have burgeoned security problems which previously were not even
conceivable. For example, remote login where a user can enter his database from anywhere in
the world; for this system to be foolproof we need a strong authentication methodology. The
traditional approaches like password based authentication, location based authentication have
been under rigorous attacks. Instead of improving the security of these systems, one different
approach of dealing authentication is to use BIOMETRICS [2] - the science of identifying or
verifying the identity of a person based on physiological or behavioral characteristics.
Physiological characteristics include fingerprints, iris, hand geometry and facial image. The
behavioral characteristics are actions carried out by a person in a characteristic way and
include signature, handwriting and voice.
1.1 CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
Character recognition systems are basically into two:
Off-line character recognition:
 The system accepts image as input from the scanner, it is more difficult than On-line
character recognition system because of unavailability of contextual information and prior
knowledge the like text position, size of text, order of strokes, start point and stop point,
further there are noises in images, while the noises in On-line character recognition[11] near
to be absent. Eg., Machine Printed character recognition.
On-line character recognition:
The system accepts the moment of pen from the hardware such as graphic tablet, light
pen and there is a lot of information during input process available such as current position,
moment’s direction, start points, stop points and stroke orders [12]. Eg., Handwritten
character recognition.
3The applications of the character recognition systems are
· Postal address systems, the addresses which are written by senders are required to
identifying and recognized through OCR.
· In Signature Verification system, the signatures of different persons are recognized
through OCR to avoid forgeries.
· Recognition of characters from filled applications: Any education institute invites
applications to join into new courses. The students are requiring filling these
applications. From these filled applications, the characters are written by different
students are require to recognize through OCR.
1.2 OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNIZER
The basic definitions of Optical Character Recognizer are
· Often abbreviated OCR, optical character recognition[21] refers to the branch of
computer science that involves reading text from paper and translating the images into
a form that the computer can manipulate (for example, into ASCII codes).
· Optical character recognition[23], is computer software designed to translate
images of handwritten or typewritten text (usually captured by a scanner) into
machine-editable text, or to translate pictures of characters into a standard encoding
scheme representing them (e.g. ASCII or Unicode).
Unicode is an industry standard designed to allow text and symbols from all
of the writing systems of the world to be consistently represented and manipulated by
computers.
1.3 TYPES OF OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
The different types of Optical Character Recognition systems are
 1. Machine printed OCR
  2. Hand written OCR
  3. Cursive OCR
  4. MICR
  5. Music OCR
4Machine Printed OCR
Machine printed characters in a document images are required to recognize through
OCR.
Hand Written Character OCR
Hand written characters are written by different persons are identified and recognized
through OCR. This recognition is most difficult compared to Machine printed OCR.
Cursive OCR
Cursive is any style of handwriting in which all the letters in a word are connected,
making a word one single (complicated) stroke. The recognition of cursive script is done
through OCR. It has complex structure.
MICR
Magnetic Ink Character Recognition, or MICR, is a character recognition
technology adopted mainly by the banking industry to facilitate the processing of bank
checks.
MUSIC OCR
Music OCR is the application of optical character recognition to interpret sheet
music or printed scores into editable and, often, playable form. Once captured digitally, the
music can be saved in commonly used file formats, e.g. (MIDI (for playback) and Music
XML (for page layout).
 In Chapter 2, the fundamental steps in Digital Image Processing for machine printed
documents are explained. The different sections like Data acquisition, Preprocessing,
Segmentation, Thinning, Feature extraction, Classification and Knowledge base[28].
 In Chapter 3, the different filters are explained and which are useful in Noise removal
which is fundamental step in preprocessing [2].  The smoothing filters like mean/average
filtering, median filtering and weighted median filters[5] and sharpening filters like Gaussian
filtering and Laplacian of Gaussian filtering are explained[1]. And the different binarization
methods using local thresholding and global thresholding methods are explained.  The
simplest and best method which is Ni-Black method [4] and proposed Ni-Black algorithm [7]
is explained.  For Noisy images the performance is not good using this proposed Ni-Black
algorithm.  To improve performance in binarization (i.e., for noisy images), the Laplacian
proposed the new algorithm [9], that is explained in it.
5 In chapter 4, the important stage is Segmentation of machine printed documents.  In
this external segmentation [12] (segmenting the graphical image from document image),
internal segmentation [12] (segmenting text image from document image), explicit
segmentation [11] (paragraph segmentation) and implicit segmentation [11] (line, word and
finally character segmentation) using di-section method are explained.   For handwritten
documents the newest method Segmentation using Bounding Box analysis [13],[14]
techniques is applied.  And the next part thinning of segmented characters is required.  The
proposed thinning algorithm is explained [15].
 In chapter 5, the feature extraction of thinned character is explained.  The different
features like aspect ratio, pixel density, horizontal stroke, vertical stroke, right slant stroke,
left slant stroke, north east segment, north west segment, south east segment and south west
segment are extracted from each character [18].
 In chapter 6, the pattern recognition, the different classification methods are
explained. The K-nearest neighbor rule [25] is the one of the statistical classification method
is used in classification of different fonts of characters in data set. And also using neural
networks, the Multilayer Perceptron neural network [23],[26] is designed and trained with
back propogation algorithm and tested with different fonts of characters in data set.
 In chapter 7, the results of each chapter are mentioned and explained in briefly.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL
IMAGE PROCESSING
72. FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING
Character recognition comes under applications of image processing. The character
samples are stored in a suitable image format in digital form. Each sample in the image form
is properly preprocessed, segmented and the required features defining writer invariants are
obtained. Then any test sample is taken through similar process and the features obtained are
compared with those of standard samples with a specific metric in the classifying stage and
the best-matched writer is found. Thus, this module requires an understanding of image
processing fundamentals[28].
All image processing applications dealing with images for different purposes and with
different objectives need to go through several stages before the result if found. They are
image acquisition, image enhancement, image segmentation, representation and description,
classification, image restoration, image compression, color image processing etc. Not all the
applications go through all the stages but depend on requirement, image type, image storage
etc.
The various stages involved in our writer identification application are
 Problem domain                                                                            Result
Figure 2.1:  The sequence of steps in Digital Image Processing
Knowledge base
Data acquisition
 Pre-processing
Segmentation
Object classification
Feature Extraction
82.1 Data acquisition
This is the first step in any image processing application where the data required is
converted into image form. This project needs the machine printed characters of different
fonts to be converted to image form.  A scanner (imaging sensor) is used to acquire the
required data in digital image format. In the first step the scanner has to transform optical
information into digital information. There are different types of scanners producing digital
image information in different formats. The format chosen is gray level bmp. The main
problem in this first step is to fix some thresholds such as contrast or brightness in order to
get the best possible quality and not to alter the original image[29].
2.2 Pre-processing
When data is scanned and digitized, the data may carry some unwanted noise. The
idea behind pre-processing is to bring out detail that is obscured, or simply to highlight
certain features of interest in an image. Typical processing techniques are image smoothing
using filters, contrast stretching, increasing dynamic range, image thresholding, histogram
equalization etc. All these can be implemented in both spatial domain and frequency domain.
In this project, we use 3*3 neighborhood averaging filter to smoothen the image for any noisy
pixels and then binaries the image with a proper threshold assigning black to data pixels and
white to background pixels. The images are also thinned to obtain structural shape of the
image that is just 1-pixel thick. The thinning algorithm used is a two-iteration algorithm for
binary regions with successive passes applied to contour points of an image using 8-
neighborhood notation. The problem with this stage is that enhancement is a very subjective
area of image processing and processing techniques required for different images for a
specific application may also be different and so the techniques and the thresholds are to be
carefully chosen.
2.3 Segmentation
In this stage the image is partitioned into its constituent parts or objects i.e. the
various elements defining the image are identified and localized. Autonomous segmentation
procedure brings the process a long way toward successful solution of imaging problems that
require objects to be identified individually and weak or erratic segmentation algorithms
9almost always guarantee eventual failure. In brief, the more accurate the segmentation, the
more likely recognition is to succeed. The various segmentation tasks are detection of
discontinuities, edge linking and boundary detection, thresholding etc. In this project, the
handwritten samples collected are words in disconnected format where characters are
separated by bounding lines. Each word is segmented into characters by calculating
horizontal projection profiles [13],[14] and properly thresholding them.
2.4 Feature Extraction
This stage is crucial to any image processing application and it deals with extracting
attributes that result in some quantitative information of interest or are basic for
differentiating one class of objects from another.  New variables may be obtained by a linear
or nonlinear transformation of the original set of attributes extracted and then variables that
are appropriate for the task are then selected from the measured set. In this project, the writer
specific features called writer invariants are extracted from the samples. But the writer’s
handwriting may have intra-personal variations due to various factors. If two individual’s
handwritings are distinguishable, the intra-author variation is less than the inter-author
variation. Using the features extracted, it must be possible to evaluate these variations and
distinguish an individual writer.
The features used in this project are mainly computational features some of which
cannot be easily evaluated by humans and can be extracted by computational algorithms. A
total of ten features for each character are extracted-Aspect ratio, pixel density, right slant
stroke, left slant stroke, horizontal stroke, vertical stroke, norst east segment, north west
segment, south east segment and south west segment. All these features were appropriately
binarized so that binary feature vectors of constant lengths could be formed
2.5 Classification
It is the process that assigns a label to an object based on its descriptors and attributes.
This classification involves techniques for assigning test samples to their respective classes
automatically. The degree of class separability depends on the technique used and on the
choice of descriptors selected for an application. Various classification techniques in use are
minimum distance classifier, Bayesian classifier, classification using correlation between
images, baye’s classifier for Gaussian pattern classes, Neural networks etc. Each technique
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has its own advantages and disadvantages and is chosen based on the application. In this
project, we use Radial basis function for classification.
2.6 Knowledge Base
There is a need for prior knowledge in any image processing application. Knowledge
about a problem domain is coded into an image processing system in the form of a
knowledge base; this knowledge may be as simple as detailing regions of an image where the
information of interest is known to be located thus limiting the search that has to be
conducted in seeking that information. The knowledge base also can be quite complex such
as an interrelated list of all major possible inspection problem or an image database
containing high-resolution satellite images of a region in connection with change-detection
applications. In addition to guiding the operation of each processing module, the knowledge
base also controls the interaction between modules. This distinction is made in fig by the use
of double-headed arrows between the processing modules and the knowledge based, as
opposed to single-headed arrows linking the processing modules. In this project, the
knowledge base is the stored information of writer feature vectors for all the writers enrolled.
This is used in the classification stage to compare the test sample feature vector with those of
all writers enrolled.
11
CHAPTER 3
PREPROCESSING:
NOISE REMOVAL,
BINARIZATION
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3. PRE PROCESSING
3. A NOISE REMOVAL
The fundamental step in digital image processing is the preprocessing.  In this stage
the noise in document images is removed by different filters. These are mainly classified as
smoothing and sharpening filters.
3.1 Smoothing Filters
Smoothing filters are also called low-pass filters [3] because they let low frequency
components pass and reduce the high frequency components. The impulse response of a
normal low-pass filter implies that all the coefficients of the mask should be positive. Low-
pass filtering in effect blurs the image and removes speckles of high frequent noise. Larger
masks will result in more blurring effect. To avoid a general amplification or damping of the
data the sum of the filter coefficients should be 1.0.
Types of Smoothing Filters:
3.1.1 Mean Filter:
Mean filtering[3] is a simple, intuitive and easy to implement method of smoothing
images, i.e. reducing the amount of intensity variation between one pixel and the next. It is
often used to reduce noise in images.
 The idea of mean filtering is simply to replace each pixel value in an image with the
mean (`average') value of its neighbors, including itself. This has the effect of eliminating
pixel values which are unrepresentative of their surroundings. Mean filtering is usually
thought of as a convolution filter. Like other convolutions it is based around a kernel, which
represents the shape and size of the neighborhood to be sampled when calculating the mean.
Often a 3×3 square kernel is used, as shown in Figure 1, although larger kernels (e.g. 5×5
squares) can be used for more severe smoothing. (Note that a small kernel can be applied
more than once in order to produce a similar - but not identical - effect as a single pass with
a large kernel.)
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Figure 3.1: 3×3 averaging kernel often used in mean filtering
The two main problems with mean filtering, which are:
· A single pixel with a very unrepresentative value can significantly affect the mean
value of all the pixels in its neighborhood.
· When the filter neighborhood straddles an edge, the filter will interpolate new values
for pixels on the edge and so will blur that edge. This may be a problem if sharp edges
are required in the output.
Both of these problems are tackled by the median filter. The median filter is often a
better filter for reducing noise than the mean filter, but it takes longer to compute.
3.1.2 Median Filtering:
The median filter[3] is normally used to reduce noise in an image, somewhat like the
mean filter. However, it often does a better job than the mean filter of preserving useful
detail in the image.
Like the mean filter, the median filter considers each pixel in the image in turn and
looks at its nearby neighbors to decide whether or not it is representative of its surroundings.
Instead of simply replacing the pixel value with the mean of neighboring pixel values, it
replaces it with the median of those values. The median is calculated by first sorting all the
pixel values from the surrounding neighborhood into numerical order and then replacing the
pixel being considered with the middle pixel value. (If the neighborhood under
consideration contains an even number of pixels, the average of the two middle pixel values
is used.) Figure 3.2 illustrates an example calculation.
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Figure 3.2: 3X3 median value of a pixel neighborhood
As can be seen the central pixel value of 150 is rather unrepresentative of the
surrounding pixels and is replaced with the median value: 124. A 3×3 square neighborhood is
used here --- larger neighborhoods will produce more severe smoothing.
3.1.3 Weighted Median Filters:
For a raster image, the procedure is to take a number of values in the neighborhood of
a pixel, find their median, and use this to replace the value of the pixel. The effect is to
remove energy from the image as high and low data values, compared to the surroundings,
and is removed. The filter may operate over a large extent to remove objects of size less than
the extent. Thus, for example, stars may be removed from a raster image (digitized
photograph or CCD image) to provide a background level that may then be subtracted from
the original image before performing photometry.
Hence, the median filter may be used for removing spike noise from an image or
backgrounding it. However, some undesirable effects may arise if due care is not taken, and
on examination, it may be found that the median filter cannot be made to have the desired
effect.
Consider the filter skeleton
0 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 0
This indicates that the values to be taken are the data value itself, together with its
side, top, and bottom neighbors for a two-dimensional image. The five values are sorted and
the median replaces the center value.
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Two basic requirements that might be made are
1. One pixel width high/low streaks, corresponding to emulsion scratches, or in a CCD
image, a saturated pixel overspill in a lane, should be removed.
2. Any rectangular block of differing values, such as an intrusive intensity-scaling stepwedge,
should remain unaffected.
We define a two-dimensional (2D) weighted median filter (WMF)[5] of extent 2n + 1
to be the array of coefficients: {a(i, j): -n <_ i, j <_ n: a(i, j) nonnegative integers: sum(a(i, j);
i, j = -n  to. n) odd integer}. The operation of the filter at point (s, t) of a data array D is to
take a(i, j) copies of D(s + i, t + j) for i, j =-n . . . . n, a total of S = sum(a(i, j}; i, j = -n . . . . n}
values where S is odd. These are sorted into ascending order (L(k); k = 1 . . . . S) and the
median M is taken, that is, M = L((S + 1)/2). If I(M - D(s, t)) I > T, where T is a given
threshold value, possibly zero, then C(s, t) = M; otherwise C(s, t)= D(s, t), where C is the
modified image. (Note that C is used rather than replacing directly in D so as to avoid
asymmetries and propagation effects in the filtered image that would then depend on the
direction the filter is moved across the data).
3.2 Sharpening Filters
Sharpening filters are used to enhance the edges of objects and adjust the contrast
and the shade characteristics. In combination with threshold they can be used as edge
detectors. Sharpening or high-pass filters let high frequencies pass and reduce the lower
frequencies and are extremely sensitive to shut noise.
3.2.1 Gaussian Filtering:
The Gaussian smoothing [32] operator is a 2-D convolution operator that is used to
`blur' images and remove detail and noise. In this sense it is similar to the mean filter, but it
uses a different kernel that represents the shape of a Gaussian (`bell-shaped') hump. This
kernel has some special properties which are detailed below.
The Gaussian distribution in 1-D has the form:
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where ? is the standard deviation of the distribution. We have also assumed that the
distribution has a mean of zero (i.e. it is centered on the line x=0). The distribution is
illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: 1-D Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and ? =1
In 2-D, an isotropic (i.e. circularly symmetric) Gaussian has the form:
This distribution is shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4:  2-D Gaussian distribution with mean (0,0) and ? =1
The idea of Gaussian smoothing is to use this 2-D distribution as a `point-spread'
function, and this is achieved by convolution. Since the image is stored as a collection of
discrete pixels we need to produce a discrete approximation to the Gaussian function before
we can perform the convolution. In theory, the Gaussian distribution is non-zero
everywhere, which would require an infinitely large convolution kernel, but in practice it is
effectively zero more than about three standard deviations from the mean, and so we can
truncate the kernel at this point. Figure 3.5 shows a suitable integer-valued convolution
kernel that approximates a Gaussian with a ? of 1.0.
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Figure 3.5: Discrete approximations to Gaussian function with ? =1.0
3.2.2 Laplacian of Gaussian Filtering:
The Laplacian is a 2-D isotropic measure of the 2nd spatial derivative of an image.
The Laplacian of an image highlights regions of rapid intensity change and is therefore
often used for edge detection.  The Laplacian is often applied to an image that has first been
smoothed with something approximating a Gaussian smoothing filter [32] in order to reduce
its sensitivity to noise, and hence the two variants will be described together here. The
operator normally takes a single gray level image as input and produces another gray level
image as output.
The Laplacian L(x,y) of an image with pixel intensity values I(x,y) is given by:
This can be calculated using a convolution filter.
Since the input image is represented as a set of discrete pixels, we have to find a
discrete convolution kernel that can approximate the second derivatives in the definition of
the Laplacian. Two commonly used small kernels are shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Two commonly used discrete approximations to the Laplacian filter.
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Note, we have defined the Laplacian using a negative peak because this is more
common; however, it is equally valid to use the opposite sign convention.  Using one of these
kernels, the Laplacian can be calculated using standard convolution methods.
Because these kernels are approximating a second derivative measurement on the
image, they are very sensitive to noise. To counter this, the image is often Gaussian
smoothed before applying the Laplacian filter. This pre-processing step reduces the high
frequency noise components prior to the differentiation step.
In fact, since the convolution operation is associative, we can convolve the Gaussian
smoothing filter with the Laplacian filter first of all, and then convolve this hybrid filter
with the image to achieve the required result. Doing things this way has two advantages:
· Since both the Gaussian and the Laplacian kernels are usually much smaller than the
image, this method usually requires far fewer arithmetic operations.
· The LoG (`Laplacian of Gaussian') kernel can be pre calculated in advance so only
one convolution needs to be performed at run-time on the image.
The 2-D LoG function centered on zero and with Gaussian standard deviation ? has the
form:
and is shown in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: The 2-D Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) function
The x and y axes are marked in standard deviations (?).
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A discrete kernel that approximates this function (for a Gaussian ?= 1.4) is shown in Figure
3.8
Figure 3.8:  Discrete approximation to LoG function with Gaussian ? = 1.4
Note that as the Gaussian is made increasingly narrow, the LoG kernel becomes the
same as the simple Laplacian kernels shown in Figure 1. This is because smoothing with a
very narrow Gaussian (? < 0.5 pixels) on a discrete grid has no effect. Hence on a discrete
grid, the simple Laplacian can be seen as a limiting case of the LoG for narrow Gaussians.
3. B BINARIZATION
Image Binarization or thresholding [6] is an important step in image processing and
computer vision, to extract the object pixels in an image from the background pixels. Image
binarization is central to many applications including document image analysis (printed
characters, logos, graphical content, and musical scores are important as objects), map
processing (fines, legends and characters need to be extracted), scene processing, quality
inspection of materials, cell images, segmentation of various image modalities for Non
Destructive Testing (NDT) applications (ultrasonic images, eddy current images, thermal
images, X-ray computed tomography, laser scanning confocal microscopy, extraction of edge
field and spatio temporal segmentation of video images). A number of methods have already
been proposed for image binarization but unfortunately, most of them are very much specific
for a few applications. Thus, it can be said that a binarization (thresholding) method may
work well for one application but its performance can be unsatisfactory for another
application.
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Bi-level image is used as a pre-processing unit in several applications. The use of
binary images decreases computational load for the overall application. These applications
include document analysis, optical character recognition system, scene matching, quality
inspection of materials etc. The binarization [10] process computes the threshold value that
differentiate object and background pixels. Under varying illumination and noise, the
binarization can become a challenging job. A number of factors contribute to complicate the
thresholding scheme including ambient illumination, variance of gray levels with in the
object and the background, inadequate contrast, object shape and size non commensurate
with the scene. A wrong selection of threshold value may misinterpret the background pixel
and can classify it as object and vice versa, resulting in overall degradation of system
performance. The determination of a threshold itself is application dependent since one
threshold may work with one application and may not work with other one.
 In document analysis, binarization is sensitive to noise, surrounding illumination,
gray level distribution, local shading effects, inadequate contrast, the presence of dense non
text components such as photographs, etc. while at the same time, the merges, fractures and
other deformations in the character shapes affects the threshold value in OCR system.
There are a number of important performance requirements that need to be considered
while binarizing gray level images. These include:
· Loss of features after binarizing input image should be zero or minimum.
· The features (objects) with similar relative gray levels should have same binary values
in the processed output image.
· The effect of noise on minor gray level variations should be eliminated.
Global binarization methods calculate a single threshold value for the entire image.
Pixels having a gray level darker than the threshold value are labeled print (black), otherwise
background (white).
Locally adaptive binarization methods [8], on the other hand, compute a threshold for
each pixel on the basis of information contained in a neighborhood of the pixel. Some of the
methods calculate a threshold surface over the entire image. If a pixel (x, y) in the input
image has a higher gray level than the threshold surface evaluated at (x, y), then the pixel (x,
y) is labeled as background, otherwise it is labeled as print. Other methods do not use explicit
thresholds, but search for print pixels in a transformed image.
The 11 locally adaptive binarization methods are:
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1) Bernsen’s method
2) Chow and Kaneko’s method
3) Eikvil et al.’s method
4) Mardia and Hainsworth’s; method
5) Niblack’s method
6) Taxt et al.’s method
7) Yanowitz and Brucksteiri’s method
8) White and Rohrer’s Dynamic Threshold Algorithm
9) Parker’s method
10)White and Rohrer’s Integrated Function Algorithm
11)Trier and Taxt’s method
These methods were selected because they have been frequently referred to in the
literature, or appeared to be promising. The first eight methods use explicit thresholds or
threshold surfaces, while the last three methods search for print pixels after having located
the edges. All these methods are briefly described below.
The four global binarization methods are :
1) Abutaleb’s method
2) Kapur et al.’s method
3) Kittler and Illingworth’r; method
4) Otsu’s method
There is a relationship between the window size used in a locally adaptive
binarization method and the size of the objects of interest in the image. If a too small window
is used, then it will sometimes be positioned totally within the character and line strokes, and
the binarization method may falsely label true print pixels as background.  With a large a
window, the method will behave too much like a global thresholding method.
3.3 Ni-Black Method
Ni-Black is a local thresholding algorithm[7] that adapts the threshold according to
the local mean and the local standard deviation over a specific window size around each pixel
location. The local threshold at any pixel (i, j) is calculated as:
( , ) ( , ) . ( , )T i j m i j k i js= +
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Where ( , )m i j  and ( , )i js  are the local sample mean and variance, respectively. The size of
the local region (window) is dependent upon the application. The value of the weight 'k' is
used to control and adjust the effect of standard deviation due to objects features.
Ni-Black algorithm suggests the value of 'k' to be -0.2.
However, Ni-Black's algorithm suffers from the basic problem of local thresholding,
i.e. providing unnecessary details in the binarized images that may not be required in the
processing. Niblack fails to adapt large variation in illumination, especially in the document
images. The local region analysis using Niblack does not provide any kind of information
about the global attributes of the image that may be helpful in the binarization process of
badly illuminated images. So, the gray level variations in the document images make it
impossible to adapt threshold as will be shown in the results. Another problem it faces the
optimum selection of the weight k. Ni-Black algorithm uses fix value of this weight. The fix
given value of 'k' may work for document images but for gray-level images with a lot of
variations of' gray values, the value of the weight should not be fixed but to change from
images to images depending upon their gray-level distributions, and therefore, the value of 'k'
should be calculated at run-time.
The simplest method to convert a gray scale image into a binary image is to compute
mean of the image and set the value of mean as the threshold for binarization. But this
approach has many shortcomings, as it may not take care about the features and objects in the
image properly. This is due to the fact that the mean of an image may be disturbed drastically
by the addition of noise pixels) or very few numbers of pixels having the intensity close to
any of the boundaries of gray scale.
A solution to this limitation is to add the impact of standard deviation to some extent
in selecting the threshold value. But the influence of the value of' standard deviation should
neither be too small (as it does not make too much change to the value of mean and the
problem will remain the same) nor too large (as the change of standard deviation will have
too much affect on the threshold value and binarization will ultimately be affected).
 3.3.1 Proposed Ni-Black Binarization Scheme
Our algorithm is based on the Niblack's image thresholding[7] method for image
binarization. It offers great improvement over original Niblack's method. It does not entirely
depend upon image's local statistical characteristics but also considers the global statistics.
Our algorithm calculates “k” at runtime for each pixel and thresholding is done using Niblack
method. In contrast, Niblack fixes this w-eight value to -0.2. Local mean (mean calculated
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over a small window) is the average illumination value in the small region, while global mean
is overall illumination of the image. So, the normalized difference md(  i  ,  j  ) of global and
local mean provides information about the illumination difference for each pixel window
with respect to globa1 illumination.
( ( , ) ( , ))( , )
max( ( , ), ( , ))
g l
d
g l
m i j m i jm i j
m i j m i j
-
=
Where ( , )gm i j  is the global mean of the entire image and ( , )lm i j  is the local mean
computed on each window respectively. Obviously, equation provides a reasonable good 'k'
factor for thresholding document images. But it fails to adapt changes in images with
different contrast stretch i.e. same image with different contrast stretch values will result in
different threshold values if equation is used. The use of standard deviation with the above
equation can solve this problem.  We have made use of the interrelation of global and local
characteristics and set the threshold based on the relative change of local and global mean
and standard deviation values. The impact of value of standard deviation remains almost the
same on different kinds of images having different local illumination and contrast stretch
histogram. The formula to compute the value of the weight ‘k’ is given as:
( ( , ) * ( , ) ( , ) * ( , ))0.3*
max( ( , ) * ( , ), ( , ) * ( , ))
g g l l
g g l l
m i j i j m i j i jk
m i j i j m i j i j
s s
s s
-
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Where ( , )g i js  is the global standard deviation of the entire image and ( , )l i js is the
local standard deviation computed on each window respectively. The formula for 'k' is
multiplied with -0.3 so as to keep the value of 'k' in the range of 0.3 and -0.3. This is done to
minimize the effect of standard deviation in the Ni-Black's formula for computing threshold
value. The algorithm process is shown in below figure 3.9.
The main algorithmic flow to compute the threshold value for binarization is as under:
· Find out the value of mean of the image (global mean - this is computed only once
per image).
· Determine the standard deviation value of the image (global standard deviation
computed only once per image).
· Set the size of local region in terms of pixel area (generally known as window size).
· Select a local region of appropriate window size across every single pixel in the image
one by one.
· For every local region, compute the mean of that region (local mean) and standard
deviation of the corresponding region (local standard deviation).
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Figure 3.9:   Proposed Ni-Black Binarization technique
· Determine the value of weight 'k' for each local window using (2). This is done using
local mean and standard deviation and global mean and standard deviation.
         Input Image
       Compute global Mean
         Compute global
        Standard deviation
      Compute Local
   Standard Deviation
    Determine weight ‘k’
      Set window size to
      select local region
      Select local region
     around a single pixel
  Compute Local Mean
Compute threshold using
Ni-Black Equation
Apply threshold to
           Single pixel
Check for
Completion
Increment by 1
pixel
Binarized Image
No
Yes
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· Apply (1) to determine the threshold value using local mean and standard deviation
for every local region.
· Apply the threshold value to the single pixel across which the local window is
selected.
· Increment window by one pixel and go to step 4 to compute threshold for next pixel.
· Finished when the threshold is computed and applied to all the image area. (The result
after this step will be an image having two levels only a binary image).
We propose a new flexible technique of adaptive thresholding for document image
binarization. The technique performs efficiently on either high or poor quality of document
images. The Laplacian sign image will be applied in the process of adjusting the threshold
value. Operator based on the second direction derivative defines the sign image of document
image. The basic idea of our technique is to update the threshold value whenever the
Laplacian sign of the Input image changes along the raster scanned tine. Normally, the
regions, where the sign of pixel has changed, are the edge of components in the image, which
presents a physical alteration of the image. The proper threshold value should be adjusted in
accordance with changeable component.
3.4 Proposed Laplacian Technique
The proposed technique is depicted by Fig. 3.10. It consists of 3 steps as follows:
Step 1. Calculate the Laplacian sign image[9].  The sign image will be applied in the process
of adjusting the threshold value. The trend of the adjusted threshold value depends on the
form of modification of the sign in the line. A good feature of the sign image in this research
is the smoothing. Laplacian operator is sensitive to noise. The sign image is not smoothing if
we use this operator to define the sign image. The Laplacian of an image can be
approximated by using the Differential of Gaussian (DOG) algorithm. This is simply
obtained by filtering the image with two Gaussian functions, where the ratio of the standard
deviations, 2 1s s , are assigned to a value greater than 1.6.
The operation can be described as follows:
1.1 Gaussian filtering the document image by using a binomial filter whose basic kernel is
defined by:
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Binomial filtering is implemented by image convolution with the kernel n times. The
result is equivalent to Gaussian filtering with the variance 2s  of 0.5n.
Figure 3.10: Proposed Binarization technique using Laplacian Sign
1.2 Apply the above 3x3 binomial kernel to cascade with gl(x,y) three times in order to adjust
bandwidth in accordance with the principle of DOG. The resulting image is g2(x,y).
1.3 Calculate the difference between gl(x,y) and g2(x,y) to define the Laplacian sign image
by:
Gray scale Image
g(x,y)
Binomial Filter
g1(x,y)
Differe-
nce of
Images
Binomial Filter g2(x,y)
Calculate the Laplacian
sign Image
L(x,y)
Update threshold
value
Decision
Binarized
Image
Thr(x,y)
g1(x,y)
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L(x,y)={
The resulting image will be in the form of plus (+) and minus (-).
Step 2: Update the threshold at each transition the threshold value will be adjusted whenever
the sign of L(x,y) changes. Calculating the threshold value can be performed by the following
stages:
2.1 We define black and white values for L(x, 0) which is the starting pixel in each line.
Black = 0            White = g2(x,0)
2.2 We adjust the black value if the sign of L(x,y) is changed from + to - when comparing
with previous pixel in the line and x is unequal to 0.
Black=g2(x,y)
2.3 We adjust the white value if the sign of L(x,y) is changed from - to + when comparing
with the previous pixel in the same line and x is unequal to 0 .
White=g2(x,y)
2.4 Threshold value at (x,y) is equal to
( )( , ) *
2
White BlackThr x y a +=
where a is a coefficient value used to weight to prevent any error occurring due to the
intensity of noise on backgrounds.
Step 3: Perform binarization of the filtered image The final step is to decide whichever the
pixel belongs to characters or background. The decision is made on the filtered image gl(x,y)
against the threshold Thr(x,y):
                                       b(x,y)={
Pixels defined by 1 are the pixels of character or graphic symbol whereas pixels
defined by 0 are the pixels of background.
+ if g1(x,y) - g2(x,y)  > 0
-  if g1(x,y) – g2(x,y) < 0
1  if  g1(x,y) < Thr(x,y)
0   Otherwise
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4. A SEGMENTATION
Character segmentation [11] is an operation that seeks to decompose an image of a
sequence of characters into sub images of individual symbols. It is one of the decision
processes in a system for optical character recognition (OCR). Its decision, that a pattern
isolated from the image is that of a character (or some other identifiable unit), can be right or
wrong. It is wrong sufficiently often to make a major contribution to the error rate of the
system.
Figure 4.1:     Segmentation Analysis
The "classical" approach to OCR, Fig. 4.1, and segmentation is the initial step in a
three step procedure:
Given a starting point in a document image:
1) Find the next character image.
2) Extract distinguishing attributes of the character image.
3) Find the member of a given symbol set whose attributes best match those of the input, and
output its identity.
This sequence is repeated until no additional character images are found.
Format Analysis
Character Segmentation
Feature Extraction
Classification
Document Image
Character String Image
Character Image
Character Properties
Character ID
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Figure4.2:  Hierarchy of Segmentation
The preprocessing stage yields a “clean” document in the sense that a sufficient
amount of shape information, high compression, and low noise on a normalized image is
obtained. The next stage is segmenting the document into its subcomponents. Segmentation is
an important stage because the extent one can reach in separation of words, lines, or
characters directly affects the recognition rate of the script. There are two types of
segmentation: external segmentation, which is the isolation of various writing units, such as
paragraphs, sentences, or words, and internal segmentation, which is the isolation of letters,
especially in cursively written words.
4.1 External Segmentation: It is the most critical part of the document analysis, which is a
necessary step prior to the off-line CR Although document analysis is a relatively different
research area with its own methodologies and techniques, segmenting the document image
into text and nontext regions is an integral part of the OCR software. Therefore, one who
works in the CR field should have a general overview for document analysis techniques.
Page layout analysis is accomplished in two stages: The first stage is the structural analysis,
which is concerned with the segmentation [12] of the image into blocks of document
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components (paragraph, row, word, etc.), and the second one is the functional analysis, which
uses location, size, and various layout rules to label the functional content of document
components (title, abstract, etc.).
A number of approaches regard a homogeneous region in a document image as a
textured region. Page segmentation is then implemented by finding textured regions in gray-
scale or color images. For example, Jain et al. use Gabor filtering and mask convolution, the
Tang et al. approach is based on fractal signature and Doermann’s method employs wavelet
multistage analysis. Many approaches for page segmentation concentrate on processing
background pixels or using the white space in a page to identify homogeneous regions. These
techniques include X–Y tree, pixel-based projection profile, connected component-based
projection profile, white space tracing, and white space thinning. They can be regarded as
top–down approaches, which segment a page, recursively, by X-cut and Y-cut from large
components, starting with the whole page to small components, eventually reaching
individual characters.  On the other hand, there are some bottom–up methods which
recursively grow the homogeneous regions from small components based on the processing
on pixels and connected components. An example of this approach may be the Docstrum
method, which uses k-nearest neighbor clustering. Some techniques combine both top–down
and bottom–up techniques.
4.2 Internal Segmentation: Although the methods have developed remarkably in the last
decade and a variety of techniques have emerged, segmentation of cursive script into letters is
still an unsolved problem. Character segmentation strategies [12] are divided into three
categories.
4.2.1 Explicit Segmentation:
In this strategy, the segments are identified based on “character-like” properties. The
process of cutting up the image into meaningful components is given a special name:
dissection.
Dissection [11],[12] is a process that analyzes an image without using a specific class
of shape information. The criterion for good segmentation is the agreement of general
properties of the segments with those expected for valid characters. Available methods based
on the dissection of an image use white space and pitch, vertical projection analysis,
connected component analysis, and landmarks.  Moreover, explicit segmentation can be
subjected to evaluation using linguistic context.
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4.2.2 Implicit Segmentation:
This segmentation strategy is based on recognition. It searches the image for
components that match predefined classes. Segmentation [12] is performed by the use of
recognition confidence, including syntactic or semantic correctness of the overall result. In
this approach, two classes of methods can be employed:
1) Methods that make some search process and
2) Methods that segment a feature representation of the image.
The first class attempts to segment words into letters or other units without use of
feature-based dissection algorithms. Rather, the image is divided systematically into many
overlapping pieces without regard to content. Conceptually, these methods originate from
schemes developed for the recognition of machine-printed words. The basic principle is to
use a mobile window of variable width to provide sequences of tentative segmentations,
which are confirmed by CR. Another technique combines dynamic programming and NNs.
Finally, the method of selective attention takes NNs even further in the handling of the
segmentation problem.
The second class of methods segments the image implicitly by classification of
subsets of spatial features collected from the image as a whole. This approach can be divided
into two categories: HMM-based approaches and non-Markov-based approaches.  Non
markov approaches stem from concepts used in machine vision for recognition of occluded
object.  This family of recognition-based approaches uses probabilistic relaxation, the
concept of regularities and singularities, and backward matching.
4.3 Segmentation using Bounding Box analysis
Let I denote the input binary image. A connected component analysis algorithm is
applied to the foreground region of I to produce the set of connected components. Then, for
each connected component, it’s associated bounding box - the smallest rectangular box which
circumscribes the component, - is calculated.  A bounding box can be represented by giving
the coordinates of the upper left and the lower right corners of the box.  The numbers of
bounding boxes are always larger than the number of symbols since multiple bounding boxes
are produced for multi-component symbols. Our page segmentation [14] scheme analyzes the
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spatial configuration of those bounding boxes of connected components to extract textlines,
words, and paragraphs.
4.3.1 Projection of Bounding boxes:
Analysis of the spatial configuration of bounding boxes[13] can be done by projecting
those bounding boxes onto a straight line. Since paper documents are usually written in the
horizontal or vertical direction, projections of bounding boxes onto the vertical and horizontal
lines are of particular interest. While projecting bounding boxes onto the horizontal or
vertical line, they will accumulate onto that line, which results in the projection profile. A
projection profile is a frequency distribution of the projected bounding boxes on the
projection line. The bounding box projection profiles provide important information about the
number of bounding boxes aligned along the projection direction.
4.3.2 Extraction of characters from Word image:
In this step, the algorithm groups the bounding boxes on each textline (produced from
the last step) into bounding boxes of words. The algorithm first computes the projection
profiles within each of the textline bounding boxes. Next, the algorithm considers each of the
projection profiles as a one-dimensional gray-scale image, and thresholds each of the images
with threshold value 1 to produce a binary image. Note that, during the binarization, a symbol
(or a broken symbol) with multiple bounding boxes[14] may be merged into one, as well as,
those adjacent symbols within the same textline whose bounding boxes are overlapping with
each other. But this will not cause any problem in the result of our word extraction process,
since our algorithm extracts words by merging bounding boxes based on the lateral proximity
of neighboring boxes.
After such binarization, the algorithm performs a morphological closing operation on
each of the binarized textline projection profiles with structuring element of appropriate size.
The length of the structuring element is determined by analyzing the distribution of the run-
lengths of 0's on the binarized textline projection profile. In general, such a run-length
distribution is bi-modal. One mode corresponds to the inter-character spacings within words,
and the other to the inter-word spacings. A threshold value can be chosen in the valley
between the two dominant histogram modes. Then the characters are extracted from word
images using these histograms.
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4. B THINNING
  The binarized image is thinned to obtain skeleton of the image having the same shape
characteristics. The thinning algorithm [15] used is a two-iteration algorithm for binary
regions with successive passes applied to contour points of an image using 8 - neighborhood
notation. The thinning algorithm [16] iteratively deletes edge points of a region subject to the
constraints that deletion of these points does not remove end points, does not break
connectivity and does not cause excessive erosion of the region and the result is the skeleton
of the region 1-pixel thick with shape characteristics retained.
Figure4.3:  Neighborhood arrangement used by the thinning algorithm
4.4 Proposed Thinning Algorithm:
Step 1: flags a contour point p1 for deletion if the following conditions are satisfied:
a) 2£N(p1)£6  where N(p1) = number of nonzero neighbours of p1.
b) T(p1)=1 where T(p1) = number of 0-1 transitions in the ordered sequence p2-p9.
c) p2*p4*p6=0
d) p4*p6*p8=0
Step 2: Conditions (a) and (b) remain the same as in step 1 but (c) and (d) are changed to
(c’)p2*p4*p8=0
(d’)p2*p6*p8=0
  If all conditions are satisfied at a point, the point is flagged for deletion. To prevent
the structure of the data to change during the execution of the algorithm, the point is not
deleted until all border points have been processed.
  One iteration of thinning algorithm consists of
1) applying step 1 to flag border points for deletion
2) deleting the flagged points
3) applying step 2 to flag the remaining border points for deletion
4) Deleting the flagged points.
P9 P2 P3
P8 P1 P4
P7 P6 P5
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  This procedure is applied iteratively until no further points are deleted, at which time
the algorithm terminates, yielding the skeleton of the region.
Algorithm for thinning:
test_1( )
{
   for all  object pixels
    {
         if(all step 1 conditions satisfied by the pixel)
                  flag for deletion.
        }
         delete flagged points
      if(deleted_points !=0)
                 test_2( );
       else
          exit( );
      }
test_2( )
{
   for all  object pixels
    {
         if(all step 2 conditions satisfied by the pixel)
                  flag for deletion.
        }
         delete flagged points
      if(deleted_points !=0)
                 test_1( );
       else
          exit( );
      }
thin( )
{
     test1( );
}
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5. FEATURE EXTRACTION
It deals with extracting attributes that result in some quantitative information of
interest or are basic for differentiating one class of objects from another. The character has
specific features which are extracted from the samples. A total of ten features [18] for each
character are extracted. They are
5.1 Aspect ratio
This is calculated as Height/Width. This is calculated by first finding the bounding box [19]
of the character. Then
         Aspect ratio = (height of the bounding box) / (width of the bounding box)
Figure5.1:  Demonstrating difference in aspect ratios
Pseudo-code:
for all rows from  0 to (rowno-1)
 {
    for the first occurrence of object pixel store the row number and exit
}
store H1; //top bound of the bounding box
for all rows from  0 to (rowno-1)
 {
    for the last occurrence of object pixel store the row number and exit
}
store H2; //bottom bound of the bounding box
for all columns from  0 to (colno-1)
 {
        for the first occurrence of object pixel store the column number and exit
}
store W1;//left bound of the bounding box
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for all columns from  0 to (colno-1)
 {
        for the first occurrence of object pixel store the column number and exit
}
store W2;//right bound of the bounding box
height=difference of H1 and H2;
width=difference of W1 and W2;
aspect ratio=height/width;
5.2 Pixel density
 This feature is calculated by finding the bounding rows and columns of base rectangle
of the word. The number of black pixels in base rectangle is then found. Then pixel density
[20] is calculated as ratio of number of object pixels found and the area of the base rectangle.
This feature is size invariant and no need to normalize this.
Pseudo-code
find the base rectangle of the word;
for this base rectangle region
{
    get the no of object pixels;
    calculate the area of the region;
    pixel density=(no of object pixels)/(area);
    store the pixel density as feature;
           }
5.3 Horizontal stroke
  A horizontal stroke [18] is detected when ever a sequence of pixels is detected in a
row. The length of the sequence should be greater than some threshold which can be adjusted
to any value of convenience. Here we took it to be 3.
Ex:
                          0011000
                          01111100
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Consider the 2 sequences. A horizontal stroke is detected in the second case only as the no.of
1’s in order is > 2.
 for all rows
{
     note the number of object pixels existing one after the other in each row
    if(number>3)
        number of horizontal stroke++;
}
5.4 Vertical stroke
  A vertical stroke [20] is detected when ever a sequence of pixels is detected in a
column. The length of the sequence can be greater than some threshold which is adjusted to
any value. Here we took it to be 3.
Ex:
                         0 0
                         1 1
                         0 1
                         0 1
                         0 1
                         1 0
 Consider the 2 sequences. A vertical stroke is detected in the second case only as the no.of
1’s in order is > 2.
for all coloumns
{
     note the number of object pixels existing one after the other in each coloumn
    if(number>2)
        number of vertical stroke++;
}
5.5 Right slant stroke
A right slant stroke [19] is detected when ever a sequence of ones which are making
the same slope to a reference point is detected to the left of the reference point. We consider
that a right slant stroke exists if the length of the sequence is greater than a threshold which is
considered to be more than 3.
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Ex:
          0 1 0 0 1 0
          1 0 0 1 0 0
          0 0 1 0 1 0
          0 1 0 0 0 0
    Consider the above bit sequences. A single right slant stroke is detected in this case as
the no.of 1’s in slant position having same slope and having  >3 1’s is satisfied in one case.
for every data pixel
{
    extract the values of possible pixels which are in position to form a right
   hand stroke
{
     if ( pixels extracted = =object pixels)
                pixel count++;
 }
  if (pixel count>3)
      right hand stroke ++;
}
5.6 Left slant stroke
  A left slant stroke [20] is detected when ever a sequence of ones are making the same
slope to a reference point is detected to the right of reference point. We consider that a left
slant stroke exists if the length of the stroke is greater than a threshold which is considered to
be more than 3.
Ex:
           0 1 0 0 1 0
           0 0 1 1 0 0
           1 0 0 1 0 0
           0 0 1 0 1 0
  Consider the above bit sequences. A single left slant stroke is detected in this case as
the no.of 1’s in slant position having same slope and having  >3 1’s is satisfied in one case.
5.7 North - East segment
  It is a segment which is convexed towards North East direction. Here  whenever a
pixel with value ‘1’ is encountered , we consider the array which is to the left top of reference
point and calculate the difference of row and column  indexes for every ‘1’ encountered. If
both the differences are negative then it is a north east segment.
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Ex:
      0 1 1 0 0 0            0 0 1 1 0 0             0 0 1 0 0  0
      0 0 0 1 0 0            0 0 0 0 1 0             0 0 0 1 0 0
      0 0 0 1 0 0            0 0 0 0 0 0             0 0 0 1 0 0
Three of the possible north east segments are shown above.
for every data pixel
{
    for each possibility of array structure
  {
     extract the values of possible pixels which are in position to form a north
     east segment
    {
        if ( pixels extracted = =object pixels)
                pixel count++;
    }
    if (pixel count>3)
        north east segment ++;
 }
}
All the following features can be extracted on the basis of above pseudo code just by
modifying the pixel positions under consideration
5.8 North - West segment
It is a segment which is convexed towards North west direction. Here whenever a
pixel with value ‘1’ is encountered, we consider the array which is to the left bottom of
reference point and calculate the difference of row and column indexes for every ‘1’
encountered . If the row difference is positive and column difference is negative it is a west
segment.
Ex:
          0 0 0 1 1 0      0 0 1 1 0 0               0 0 0 1 0 0
          0 0 1 0 0 0      0 1 0 0 0 0               0 0 1 0 0 0
          0 0 1 0 0 0      0 0 0 0 0 0               0 0 1 0 0 0
Three of the possible North West are as shown above.
5.9 South - East segment
  It is a segment which is convexed towards south east direction. Here whenever a pixel
with value ‘1’ is encountered , we consider the array which is to the right top of reference
point and calculate the difference of row and column indexes for every ‘1’ encountered. If
row difference is negative and column difference is positive then it is a south east segment.
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Ex:
             0 0 0 1 0 0        0 0 0 1 0 0                   0 0 0 1 0 0
             0 0 0 1 0 0        0 0 0 1 0 0                   0 1 1 0 0 0
             0 1 1 0 0 0        0 0 1 0 0 0                   0 0 0 0 0 0
 Three of the possible south east segments are as shown above.
5.10 South - West segment
It is a segment which is convexed towards south west direction [18],[19],[20]. Here
whenever a pixel with value ‘1’’ encountered, we consider the array which is to the right
bottom of reference point and calculate the difference of row and column indexes for every
‘1’ encountered. If both the differences are positive then it is a south west segment.
Ex:
        0 0 1 0 0 0      0 0 1 0 0 0     0 0 1 0 0 0
        0 0 1 0 0 0      0 0 1 0 0 0     0 0 0 1 1 0
        0 0 0 1 1 0      0 0 0 1 0 0     0 0 0 0 0 0
            Three of the possible south west segments are as shown above. Let us consider an
example of feature extraction from alphabets.
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PATTERN RECOGNITION:
NEURAL NETWORKS
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6. PATTERN RECOGNITION
6. A WHAT IS PATTERN RECOGNITION?
The term Pattern recognition encompasses a wide range of information processing
problems of great practical significance, from speech recognition and the classification of
handwritten characters, to fault detection in machinery and medical diagnosis. Pattern
recognition is a field within the area of machine learning.  Alternatively, it can be defined as
“the act of taking in raw data and performing an action based on the category of the data”.
As such; it is a collection of methods for supervised learning.  Pattern recognition aims to
classify data (patterns) based on either a priori knowledge or on statistical information
extracted from the patterns.  The patterns to be classified are usually groups of
measurements or observations, defining points in an appropriate multidimensional space.
Pattern recognition system [25] consists of two-stage process. The first stage is
feature extraction and the second stage is classification. Feature extraction is the
measurement of population of entities that will be classified. This assists the classification
stage by looking for features that allows fairly easy to distinguish between the different
classes. Several different features have to be used for classification. The set of features that
are used makes up a feature vector, which represents each member of the population. Then,
pattern recognition system classifies each member of the population on the basis of
information contained in the information vector.
The classification or description scheme usually uses one of the following
approaches: statistical (or decision theoretic), syntactic (or structural).  Statistical pattern
recognition is based on statistical characterizations of patterns, assuming that the patterns are
generated by a probabilistic system.  Structural pattern recognition is based on the structural
interrelationships of features.  A wide range of algorithms can be applied for pattern
recognition, from very simple Bayesian classifiers to much more powerful neural networks.
Typical applications are automatic speech recognition, classification of text into
several categories (e.g., spam/non-spam email messages), the automatic recognition of
handwritten postal codes on postal envelopes, or the automatic recognition of images of
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human faces.  The last two examples from the subtopic image analysis of pattern recognition
that deals with digital images as input to pattern recognition systems.
6. B PATTERN RECOGNITION METHODS
6. B.1 BAYESIAN DECISION THEORY:
The Bayesian decision theory [26] is a system that minimizes the classification error.
This theory plays the role of a priori. This is when there is priority information about
something that we would like to classify.  The decision can be done using Baye’s rule. The
Baye’s formula which states the following:
P(wj/x) = p(x/wj) P(wj) / p(x)
What the formula means is that using a priori information; we can calculate the a
posteriori probability of the state of nature being in state wj then we have given that the
feature value x has been featured.
The probability that we would probably make an error is any minimum of the two
instants at any point, because it represents the smaller probability that we did not pick. The
formula for the error is the following:
P(error/x) = min[p(wi/x),p(wj/x)]
6. B.2. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR RULE:
The Nearest Neighbor (NN) rule [25] is used to classify machine printed and
handwritten characters. The distance measured between two character images is needed in
order to use this rule. Without a priori information about the distributions from which the
training examples are drawn, the NN rule achieves very high performance. The rule involves
training set of both positive and negative cases. A new sample is classified by calculating the
distance to the nearest training case. The following figure 8.3 shows an example of NN rule.
In this example there are two classes: q1, which are yellow triangles and q2 , which are
blue squares. The yellow circle represents the unknown sample X. We can see that the
unknown sample’s nearest neighbor is from class q1, therefore it is labeled as class q1.
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The distance between two input vectors is calculated as Euclidean distance.  The Euclidean
distance is defined by:
where xj is the jth component of the input vector, and yij is the jth is component of the
codeword yi.
Figure 6.1:  The Nearest Neighbor rule
When the amount of pre-classified points is large, it is good to use the majority votes of the
nearest k neighbors instead of the single nearest neighbor. This method is called the k nearest
neighbor (k-NN) rule. The following shows an example of k-NN rule with k value equal to 3:
Figure 6.2:  The K-Nearest Neighbor rule with K=3
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As before, there are 2 classes: q1, which are yellow triangles and q2, which are blue squares.
The blue circle represents the unknown sample X. We see that two of its nearest neighbors
are from class q2 , so it is labeled as class q2.
6. B.3 LINEAR CLASSIFICATION OR DISCRIMINATION:
           The goal of linear classification [24] is to assign observations into the classes. This
can be used to establish a classifier rule so that it can assign a new observation into a class. In
other words, the rule deals with assigning a new point in a vector space to a class separated
by a boundary. Linear classification provides a mathematical formula to predict a binary
result. This result is a true or false (positive or negative) result or any other pair of characters.
6. C CAMPARISON: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
Now we take a look at the advantages and the disadvantages of Bayesian Decision
theory, the Nearest Neighbor rule, and the Linear Classification.
Bayesian Decision method has a conceptual clarity leading to an elegant numerical
recipe. The method copes with diverse information, in particular “incomplete” data sets and
the use of prior information can help to cope with over-parameterization where classical
methods would fail. Bayesian Decision method has computational difficulties. This means
that the method has a difficulty filling in the numerical details. The method also has an
obligation to use prior information. If this prior information were absent, then the method
would not work properly.
Training in Nearest Neighbor rule is very fast. The system is good in learning
complex target functions. After training the data, the system is less likely to lose the
information that is trained.  The down side of Nearest Neighbor rule is that it needs a larger
data set and the query time is very slow. It is also very sensitive to the data errors. Therefore
if there were any irrelevant information entered into the system, the system would be easily
fooled by them.
The advantage of Linear Classification method is that it is well suited to mixed data
types. It can also handle non-linear cases and missing data. The system can control
objectivity or subjectivity. It can also control the model fit. The results produced by the
system are very easy to interpret.
The disadvantage of Linear Classification method is it needs a larger data set and at
the same time very sensitive to data errors.
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6. 2 NEURAL NETWORKS
6. D WHAT IS A NEURAL NETWORK?
A neural network is a machine that is designed to model the way in which the brain performs
a particular task or function of interest. To achieve good performance, they employ a massive
interconnection of simple computing cells referred to as ‘Neurons’ or ‘processing units’.
Hence a neural network viewed as an adaptive machine can be defined as
 A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor made up of simple
processing units, which has a natural propensity for storing experimental knowledge and
making it available for use. It resembles the brain in two respects:
 1.  Knowledge is acquired by the network from its environment through a
  learning process.
 2. Interneuron connection strengths, known as synaptic weights, are used to
  store the acquired knowledge.
Neural networks [30] are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These
elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the network function is
determined largely by the connections between elements. We can train a neural network to
perform a particular function by adjusting the values of the connections (weights) between
elements. Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads
to a specific target output. Such a situation is shown below.
Fig 6.3:  Neural Network Model
The true power and advantage of neural networks lies in their ability to represent both
linear and non-linear relationships and in their ability to learn these relationships directly
from the data being modeled. Traditional linear models are simply inadequate when it comes
to modeling data that contains non-linear characteristics. Neural networks are designed to
work with patterns - they can be classified as pattern classifiers or pattern associators.
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6. E WHY USE NEURAL NETWORKS?
It is apparent that a neural network [30] derives its computing power through, first, its
massively parallel distributed structure and, second, its ability to learn and therefore
generalize. The use of neural networks offers the following useful properties and capabilities:
o Massive parallelism
o Distributed representation and computation
o Learning ability
o Generalization ability
o Input-output mapping
o Adaptivity
o Uniformity of Analysis and Design
o Fault tolerance
o Inherent contextual information processing
o VLSI implement ability.
6. F NEURON MODEL
An artificial neuron is a device with many inputs and many outputs. Each input is
multiplied by a corresponding weight, analogous to a synaptic strength, and all the weighted
inputs are then summed to determine the activation level of the neuron. These weighted
inputs are then added together to produce ?net? output and if they exceed a pre-set threshold
value, the neuron fires. The ?net? output produced is further processed by an activation
function (f) to produce the neuron’s output signal. A simple neuron model can be
represented as below
Fig 6.4:  Simple Neuron Model
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In the above figure p is input of signal w is the weighted input and b is bias input. The block
‘å’ produces the ‘net’ output by summing the weighted inputs. The block ‘f’ represents the
activation function.
6. G   NETWORK LAYERS
Although a single neuron can perform certain simple pattern detection functions, the
power of neural computation comes from connecting neurons into network layers. These
multilayer networks have been proven to have capabilities beyond those of a single layer.
These networks are formed by cascading group of single layers; the output of one layer
provides the input to the subsequent layer.
Figure 6.5:  A multi-layer neuron model
The commonest type of artificial neural network consists of three groups, or     layers,
of units: a layer of "input" units is connected to a layer of "hidden" units, which is connected
to a layer of "output" units as in the figure:
Ø The activity of the input units represents the raw information that is fed
into the network.
Ø The activity of each hidden unit is determined by the activities of the
input units and the weights on the connections between the input and
the hidden units.
Ø The behavior of the output units depends on the activity of the hidden
units and the weights between the hidden and output units.
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The hidden units are free to construct their own representations of the input.
The weights between the input and hidden units determine when each hidden unit is
active, and so by modifying these weights, a hidden unit can choose what it
represents.
6. H ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS
 Activation functions for the hidden units are needed to introduce nonlinearity into
the network. Without nonlinearity, hidden units would not make nets more powerful as it is
the nonlinearity (i.e, the capability to represent nonlinear functions) that makes multilayer
networks so powerful.
There are three types of Activation functions:
Ø Binary Function  -  PERCEPTRON
Ø Sigmoidal Function
Ø Hyperbolic Tangent Function
6. H.1 SIGMOIDAL FUNCTION
The block ‘f’ accepts the NET output and produces the signal labeled OUT. If the ‘f’
processing block compresses the range of NET, so that OUT never exceeds some limits
regardless of the value of NET, ‘f’ is called a squashing function. The squashing function is
often chosen to be the logistic function or “sigmoid”. This function is expressed in
mathematically as
            1
OUT   =   -----------
                1 + e-net
OUT
                             5
0 NET
Figure 6.6:  Sigmoidal Function
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The non-linear gain is calculated by finding the ratio of the change in OUT to a
small change in NET. Thus, gain is the slope of the curve (shown in figure) at a specific
excitation level. It varies from a low value at large negative excitations, to a high value at
zero excitation, and it drops back as excitation becomes very large and positive.  Small
signals, while its regions of decreasing gain at positive and negative extremes are
appropriate for large excitations. In this way, a neuron performs with appropriate gain over
a wide range of input levels.
6. I FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORKS:
Feed-forward ANNs [24] allow signals to travel one way only; from input to output.
There is no feedback (loops) i.e. the output of any layer does not affect that same layer.
These networks are called non-recurrent networks and they do not require any memory as
outputs are directly related to inputs and weights. They are extensively used in pattern
recognition. This type of organization is also referred to as bottom-up or top-down. The
figure below shows a simple feed forward network:
Figure 6.7:  An example of Feed Forward Network
6. J LEARNING
Learning is essential to most of these neural network architectures and hence the
choice of a learning algorithm is a central issue in network development. Learning implies
that a processing unit is capable of changing its input/output behavior as a result of changes
in the environment. Since the activation rule is usually fixed when the network is constructed
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and since the input/output vector cannot be changed, to change the input/output behavior the
weights corresponding to that input vector need to be adjusted. In a neural network, learning
can be supervised or unsupervised.
6. K BACK PROPOGATION ALGORITHM
For many years, there was no theoretically sound algorithm for training multilayer
artificial neural networks. The invention of the back propagation algorithm has played a large
part in the resurgence of interest in artificial neural networks. Back propagation is a
systematic method for training multilayer artificial neural networks (Perceptrons). The
following figure shows the basic model of the neuron used in Back propagation networks.
Figure 6.8:  Basic model of neuron using back propagation
Each input is multiplied by corresponding weights, analogous to a synaptic strength,
and all the weighted inputs are then summed to determine the activation level of the neuron.
These summed (NET) signals are further processed by an activation function (F) to produce
the neuron’s output signal (OUT). In back propagation, the function used for the activation is
the logistic function or Sigmoid. This function is expressed mathematically as:
The Sigmoid compresses the range of NET so that OUT lies between zero and one.
Since the back-propagation uses the derivative of the squashing function, it has to be
everywhere differentiable. The Sigmoid has this property and the additional advantage of
providing a form of automatic gain control (i.e. if the value of NET is large, the gain is small
and if it is small the gain is large).
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6. L AN OVERVIEW OF TRAINING IN BACK PROPOGATION
6. L.1 TRAINING ALGORITHM:
The objective of training the network [25] is to adjust the weights so that the
application of a set of inputs (input vectors) produces the desired outputs (output vectors).
Training a back propagation network involves each input vector being paired with a target
vector representing the desired output; together they are called a training pair. The following
figure shows the architecture of the multilayer back propagation neural network.
Figure 6.9:  Multilayer Back propagation neural network
Before starting the training process, all of the weights are initialised to small random
numbers. Training the back propagation network requires the following steps:
1. Select a training pair (next pair) from the training data set and apply the input vector
to the network input.
2. Calculate the output of the network, i.e. to each neuron NET=?XiWi must be calculated
and then the activation function must be applied on the result F (NET).
3. Calculate the error between the network output and the desired output (TARGET – OUT).
4. Adjust the weights of the network in a way that minimises the ERROR (described below).
5. Repeat step 1 through 4 for each vector in the training set until no training pair produces an
ERROR larger than a pre-decided acceptance level.
6. L.2 ADJUSTING WEIGHTS OF THE NETWORK
Adjusting weights of the output layer:
Adjusting the weights of the output layer is easier, as a target value is available for
each neuron. The following shows the training process for a single weight from neuron “q” in
the hidden layer “j” to neuron “r” in the output layer “k”. The output of a neuron in layer “k”
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is subtracted from its target values to produce an ERROR signal. This is multiplied by the
derivative of a squashing function OUT (1-OUT) calculated for that neuron (“r”) thereby
producing a “d” value.
d =  OUT *(1-OUT) *(TARGET – OUT)
Figure 6.10:  adjusting weights of output layer
Where,
Wqr,j(n) = the value of weight from neuron in the hidden layer “j” to neuron “r” in the output
layer “k” at step “n” (before adjustment).
Wr,j(n+1) = the value of weight from neuron in the hidden layer j to neuron “r” in the output
layer “k” at step n+1 (after adjustment).
OUTq,j = the value of OUT of neuron in the hidden layer “j”.
?Wqr,k = amount that Wqr,j to be adjusted.
Adjusting the weights of the hidden layer:
Back propagation trains the hidden layer by propagating the output ERROR back
through the network layer by layer, adjusting weights at each layer. The same 2 equations (1)
and (2) above are used for all layers, both output & hidden except that, for hidden layers the
??values must be generated without the benefit of targets. The following figure explains how
this is accomplished.
ds for hidden layer neurons are calculated according to equation (3) by using the ds calculated
for output layer (dy,k s) and propagating them backward through the corresponding weights.
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dq,j = OUTq,j (1-OUTq,j)( ? dr,kWqr,k) -----------(3)
Figure 6.11:  adjusting weights of hidden layer
Then, with ds in hand, hidden layer weights can be adjusted similar to the output layer
weights as given below
DWqr,j = hdqj OUTqj   -----------------(4)
Wqr,j(n+1) = Wqr,j(n) + DWqr,j  --------------(5)
6. M TESTING:
The 17 different fonts of character set are applied to feature extraction.  The features
of each character are applied to neural network.   If the character is recognized as
corresponding character code is 1 and remaining are -1.
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7. RESULTS
7.1 Preprocessing
7.A Noise Removal:
Fig 7.1 Input Image    Fig 7.2 Mean/Averaging Filter output
Fig 7.3 Median Filter output   Fig 7.4 Weighted Median Filter output
LAPLACIAN GAUSSIAN FILTER OUTPUT
Fig 7.5 Gaussian Filter output   Fig 7.6 Laplacian Gaussian Filter output
 In this preprocessing stage, the salt and pepper noise, impulse noise is removed by
using smoothing filters like mean/averaging filter, median filtering, weighted median filtering
and sharpening filters like Gaussian filtering, Laplacian Gaussian filter.  The output images
are shown in above figures.
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7.B Binarization:
Ni-Black algorithm for both ordinary and noisy images:
                                                                            Size of window = 31
INPUT IMAGE BINARISED IMAGE USING NIBLACK
Fig 7.7 Input Image    Fig 7.8 Output Binarized Image
Size of window = 31
INPUT IMAGE BINARISED IMAGE USING NIBLACK
Fig 7.9 Input Noisy Image   Fig 7.10 Output Binarized Image
The proposed binarization technique using Ni-Black method is applied on ordinary image and
noisy image, the results are shown in above figures.
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7.C Adaptive thresholding algorithm using Laplacian sign results:
INPUT IMAGE 2-STAGE BINOMIAL FILTER OUTPUT
Fig 7.11 Input Noisy Image   Fig 7.12  2-stage Binomial Filter output
BINARISED IMAGE USING LAPLACIAN SIGN BINARISED IMAGE IMAGE THR=132
Fig 7.13 Binarized Image using   Fig 7.14 Output Binarized Image:
Laplacian sign            Threshold 132
BINARISED IMAGE IMAGE THR=133
Fig 7.15 Binarized Image: Threshold 133
The proposed adaptive thresholding binarization technique using Laplacian sign is
applied to noisy image, the output images of two stage of binomial filter and the final output
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binarized image.  If the threshold is selected as 132 and 133 then the binarized images are
shown in above figures.
7.2 SEGMENTATION:
INPUT IMAGE
Fig 7.16  Input Document Image
BINARY IMAGE( WITH SOBEL EDGE OPERATOR)
Fig 7.17 Binarized image using sobel edge operator
 The segmentation of document image is critical task in character recognition. The first
section of this image is converted to binarized image using sobel edge operator is shown
above figure.
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External Segmentation:
SEGMENTATION OF FIGURE IMAGE SEGMENTED IMAGE
Fig 7.18 Segmentation of graphical Image        Fig 7.19 Segmentation Text Image
 The document image is segmented into graphical image and text image using
dissection method and the results of external segmentation are shown in above figure.
Internal Segmentation:
SEG OF LINE1
SEG OF LINE2
SEG OF LINE3
SEG OF LINE4
SEG OF LINE5
SEG OF WORD1 SEG OF WORD2 SEG OF WORD3 SEG OF WORD4
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SEG OF WORD5 SEG OF WORD6 SEG OF WORD7 SEG OF WORD8
SEG OF WORD9 SEG OF WORD10 SEG OF WORD11
SEG OF CHAR11 SEG  OF  CHAR12 SEG OF CHAR13
SEG OF CHAR14 SEG OF CHAR15
SEG OF CHAR21 SEG OF CHAR22 SEG OF CHAR23 SEG OF CHAR24
SEG OF CHAR25 SEG OF CHAR26 SEG OF CHAR27 SEG OF CHAR28
SEG OF CHAR29
          Fig 7.20 Segmentation of document into Line, word and
     character segments
 The text image is converted into line segment image, word segment image and
character segment image using dissection method.  The results of internal segmentation are
shown in above figures.
7.2.1 SEGMENTATION USING BOUNDING BOX ANALYSIS:
 The handwritten word image is segmented using bounding box analysis.  First the
word images is converted into binary image and then calculate connecting components of
word image are calculated using horizontal and vertical histograms using projection profile
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analysis, the rectangular boxes are equal to the number of connecting components.  The
results are shown in below.
INPUT IMAGE BINARY IMAGE
 Fig 7.21 Input Image   Fig 7.22  Binary Image
OUTPUT IMAGE(BOUNDING BOX ANALYSIS)
Fig 7.23  Output Image using Bounding Box analysis
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Fig 7.24 Horizontal Projection Profile    Fig 7.25 Vertical Projection Profile
7.3 Proposed Thinning algorithm results:
INPUT IMAGE O/P IMAGE - PROPOSED THINNING ALGORITHM
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INPUT IMAGE O/P IMAGE - PROPOSED THINNING ALGORITHM
INPUT IMAGE O/P IMAGE - PROPOSED THINNING ALGORITHM
Fig 7.26 Input characters A, B, C and Thinned Images A, B, C.
Pixel values in Processing of Images:
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig 7.27:   20 X 20 Pixel data after Binarization
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Fig 7.28:  20 X 20 Pixel data after Thinning
 The thinned characters are obtained by applying segmented characters from document
images the values of pixels in binarized form are shown in above.
7.4 Feature Extraction:
The features Aspect ration, Pixel density, Horizontal stroke, Vertical stroke, Right
slant stroke, Left slant stroke, North-East segment, North-West segment, South-East segment
and South-West segment of characters A-Z, a-z and numerals 0-9 for single font are
represented as shown in below table 7.1.
Feat
ure/
Cha
r.
Aspect
Ratio
Pixel
Densit
y
Horizo
n
tal
Stroke
Vertic
al
Stroke
Right
Slant
Stroke
Left
Slant
Stroke
North
East
Seg
South
East
Seg
North
West
Seg
South
West
Seg
A 0.9355 0.0037 0.0045 0.0044 0.0077 0.3871 0.0108 0.0102 0.0081 0.0049
B 0.2681 0.0039 0.0029 0.0053 0.0077 0.4409 0.0083 0.0123 0.0081 0.0056
C 0.0053 0.0065 0.0030 0.0053 0.7742 0.0075 0.0109 0.0128 0.0079 0.6452
D 0.0050 0.0043 0.0033 0.0044 0.3723 0.0068 0.0111 0.0159 0.0078 0.4032
E 0.0084 0.0044 0.0032 0.7742 0.0041 0.0075 0.0112 0.0159 0.6563 0.0048
F 0.0058 0.0046 0.0029 0.2742 0.0046 0.0083 0.0167 0.0128 0.3036 0.0049
G 0.0061 0.0046 0.8065 0.0058 0.0045 0.0085 0.0167 0.7500 0.0065 0.0063
H 0.0061 0.0044 0.4465 0.0056 0.0052 0.0082 0.0112 0.4676 0.0056 0.0055
I 0.0057 0.8065 0.0037 0.0054 0.0058 0.0082 1.2500 0.0058 0.0078 0.0058
J 0.0057 0.4077 0.0031 0.0066 0.0045 0.0085 0.4500 0.0063 0.0068 0.0057
K 0.7742 0.0039 0.0059 0.0067 0.0044 0.5758 0.0040 0.0085 0.0075 0.0056
L 0.5161 0.0034 0.0036 0.0068 0.0058 0.4944 0.0034 0.0065 0.0070 0.0058
M 0.0030 0.0057 0.0036 0.0068 0.8333 0.0040 0.0057 0.0065 0.0067 0.6774
N 0.0031 0.0042 0.0050 0.0067 0.5167 0.0038 0.0042 0.0074 0.0071 0.4270
O 0.0040 0.0043 0.0050 0.8605 0.0048 0.0051 0.0043 0.0075 0.8261 0.0044
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P 0.0034 0.0049 0.0035 0.3484 0.0049 0.0043 0.0047 0.0066 0.4805 0.0044
Q 0.0035 0.0049 0.9355 0.0047 0.0073 0.0044 0.0047 0.3333 0.0053 0.0061
R 0.0038 0.0043 0.3259 0.0041 0.0055 0.0045 0.0043 0.4967 0.0060 0.0049
S 0.0039 0.1290 0.0042 0.0087 0.0056 0.0045 0.7500 0.0084 0.0059 0.0051
T 0.0035 1.0000 0.0041 0.0051 0.0055 0.0045 0.4931 0.0074 0.0068 0.0052
U 0.8710 0.0108 0.0067 0.0052 0.0055 0.5806 0.0060 0.0096 0.0075 0.0053
V 0.3011 0.0083 0.0046 0.0057 0.0057 0.4409 0.0051 0.0089 0.0061 0.0051
W 0.0048 0.0109 0.0048 0.0057 0.6129 0.0052 0.0073 0.0089 0.0060 0.6452
X 0.0049 0.0111 0.0050 0.0052 0.4465 0.0044 0.0064 0.0095 0.0075 0.2710
Y 0.0065 0.0112 0.0049 0.9355 0.0048 0.0070 0.0065 0.0095 0.3548 0.0073
Z 0.0054 0.0167 0.0048 0.2603 0.0043 0.0055 0.0076 0.0089 0.4282 0.0073
a 0.0057 0.0167 0.7742 0.0057 0.0071 0.0056 0.0076 0.7826 0.0090 0.0061
b 0.0058 0.0112 0.3938 0.0049 0.0051 0.0067 0.0065 0.5000 0.0074 0.0093
c 0.0059 0.5806 0.0040 0.0111 0.0053 0.0067 0.8333 0.0062 0.0100 0.0103
d 0.0056 0.3100 0.0040 0.0058 0.0061 0.0056 0.4354 0.0053 0.0098 0.0080
e 0.8387 0.0074 0.0042 0.0063 0.0062 1.0000 0.0059 0.0105 0.0101 0.0075
f 0.4194 0.0065 0.0045 0.0063 0.0053 1.0000 0.0056 0.0066 0.0090 0.0104
g 0.0035 0.0137 0.0047 0.0059 0.7917 0.0833 0.0087 0.0067 0.0092 0.6452
h 0.0034 0.0079 0.0052 0.0059 0.3816 0.0833 0.0064 0.0076 0.0102 0.4565
i 0.0051 0.0081 0.0052 1.3226 0.0071 0.0909 0.0067 0.0076 0.6774 0.0043
j 0.0040 0.0081 0.0047 0.3155 0.0071 0.1111 0.0069 0.0068 0.3902 0.0043
k 0.0041 0.0081 0.8750 0.0034 0.0091 0.1250 0.0069 0.9130 0.0046 0.0057
l 0.0045 0.0082 0.3549 0.0028 0.0079 0.1667 0.0067 0.3271 0.0050 0.0048
m 0.0045 0.7742 0.0039 0.0071 0.0083 0.1667 0.5758 0.0085 0.0056 0.0050
n 0.0040 0.3575 0.0038 0.0035 0.0086 0.1250 0.4322 0.0073 0.0057 0.0050
o 0.7742 0.0049 0.0067 0.0037 0.0087 1.0000 0.0046 0.0135 0.0063 0.0051
p 0.4731 0.0043 0.0041 0.0037 0.0083 1.0000 0.0041 0.0089 0.0050 0.0050
q 0.0031 0.0053 0.0042 0.0036 0.6129 0.0833 0.0046 0.0096 0.0049 0.6452
r 0.0034 0.0052 0.0048 0.0036 0.4584 0.0833 0.0049 0.0096 0.0063 0.4371
s 0.0040 0.0056 0.0048 0.8710 0.0046 0.0909 0.0051 0.0091 0.6452 0.0045
t 0.0038 0.0062 0.0043 0.3011 0.0042 0.1111 0.0059 0.0090 0.3597 0.0045
u 0.0038 0.0063 0.8387 0.0051 0.0074 0.1250 0.0059 1.2609 0.0055 0.0063
v 0.0043 0.0054 0.4355 0.0048 0.0049 0.1667 0.0051 0.4228 0.0056 0.0050
w 0.0043 0.6452 0.0034 0.0059 0.0050 0.1667 0.5758 0.0048 0.0078 0.0052
x 0.0038 0.3032 0.0033 0.0053 0.0053 0.1250 0.4306 0.0040 0.0062 0.0053
y 0.6774 0.0064 0.0039 0.0058 0.0053 0.5806 0.0047 0.0094 0.0065 0.0053
z 0.3810 0.0060 0.0037 0.0059 0.0050 0.4140 0.0042 0.0051 0.0066 0.0053
1 0.0046 0.0108 0.0037 0.0056 0.8333 0.0056 0.0055 0.0053 0.0066 0.6452
2 0.0047 0.0072 0.0046 0.0056 0.5042 0.0049 0.0049 0.0053 0.0065 0.4145
3 0.0042 0.0072 0.0047 0.8387 0.0048 0.0065 0.0050 0.0051 0.6774 0.0049
4 0.0054 0.0093 0.0037 0.2320 0.0051 0.0058 0.0053 0.0051 0.3886 0.0044
5 0.0055 0.0093 0.8065 0.0070 0.0069 0.0061 0.0053 0.8696 0.0048 0.0068
6 0.0064 0.0072 0.3819 0.0062 0.0055 0.0074 0.0050 0.3957 0.0045 0.0053
7 0.0065 0.9355 0.0040 0.0085 0.0056 0.0074 0.4583 0.0070 0.0065 0.0055
8 0.0055 0.5139 0.0043 0.0073 0.0059 0.0060 0.4394 0.0068 0.0054 0.0056
9 0.9032 0.0028 0.0063 0.0080 0.0060 0.1290 0.0114 0.0080 0.0056 0.0056
0 0.3652 0.0023 0.0043 0.0080 0.0056 1.0000 0.0095 0.0074 0.0050 0.0054
Table7.1: Features of Characters A-Z, a-z and numerals 0-9.
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7.5 Classification:
The 17 different fonts such as ARIAL, BAUHAUS93, BELL MT, BMOS, BODONI
MT, BROADWAY, BRUSH SCRIPT MT, CENTAUR, CENTURY, IMPACT, LUCIDA
FAX, SYSTEM, TAHOMA, TIMES NEW ROMAN, VERDENA, VIVALDI, VRINDA
fonts of characters A-Z, a-z and numerals 0-9 are tested using KNN classifier. The K
specifies the number of features are selecting from feature vector.  The 5-NN classifier
chooses first 5 features of each character and tested for all characters of different fonts.   The
10-NN classifier chooses all 10 features of each character and tested for all characters of
different fonts.  The results are shown in below table 7.2.  The over all classification rate for
5-NN classifier is 59.86 and the over all classification rate for 10-NN classifier is 89.65.
7.5.1 K-NN classifier:
Character 5-NN classifier Classification
rate
10-NN classifier Classification
rate
A 11 64.7 15 88.23
B 10 58.82 16 94.12
C 10 58.82 15 88.23
D 12 70.58 14 82.35
E 9 52.94 13 76.47
F 10 58.82 16 94.12
G 9 52.94 14 82.35
H 11 64.7 16 94.12
I 12 70.58 16 94.12
J 12 70.58 15 88.23
K 9 52.94 14 82.35
L 10 58.82 15 88.23
M 11 64.7 16 94.12
N 11 64.7 16 94.12
O 10 58.82 15 88.23
P 9 52.94 14 82.35
Q 10 58.82 16 94.12
R 11 64.7 16 94.12
S 9 52.94 14 82.35
T 12 70.58 16 94.12
U 9 52.94 14 82.35
V 10 58.82 15 88.23
W 10 58.82 15 88.23
X 9 52.94 14 82.35
Y 10 58.82 15 88.23
Z 11 64.7 16 94.12
a 10 58.82 14 82.35
b 9 52.94 15 88.23
c 10 58.82 15 88.23
d 9 52.94 14 82.35
e 10 58.82 15 88.23
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f 11 64.7 16 94.12
g 10 58.82 16 94.12
h 9 52.94 14 82.35
i 10 58.82 15 88.23
j 11 64.7 15 99.23
k 10 58.82 16 94.12
l 12 70.58 16 94.12
m 9 52.94 14 82.35
n 9 52.94 15 88.23
o 10 58.82 15 88.23
p 11 64.7 16 94.12
q 10 58.82 15 88.23
r 9 52.94 14 82.35
s 10 58.82 16 94.12
t 11 64.7 15 88.23
u 10 58.82 15 88.23
v 9 52.94 14 82.35
w 10 58.82 15 88.23
x 11 64.7 16 94.12
y 12 70.58 16 94.12
z 9 52.94 14 82.35
1 10 58.82 16 94.12
2 11 64.7 17 100
3 10 58.82 16 94.12
4 11 64.7 17 100
5 10 58.82 16 94.12
6 9 52.94 15 88.23
7 10 58.82 16 94.12
8 10 58.82 16 94.12
9 11 64.7 17 100
0 11 64.7 17 100
Overall
classification
rate
59.86 89.65
Table 7.2 KNN classification
7.5.2 MLP CLASSIFIER:
The MLP network 10-100-62 is designed for each character with learning rate 0.1 and
gamma is 1. The network is trained with backpropogation algorithm to number epochs are
500.  The performance in terms of MSE plots for different characters A and B are shown in
below figs.
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For character ‘A’:
Fig 7.30 MSE plot for character ‘A’ with learning rate 0.1 and gamma is 1.
For character ‘B’:
Fig 7.31 MSE plot for character ‘B’ with learning rate 0.1 and gamma is 1.
7.5.3 MLP Network trained to ‘A’ & Tested for A-Z:
The MLP 10-40-26 network is tested for different characters A-Z, a-z and numerals 0-9 the
corresponding output is 1 and 25 number of -1’s for character ‘A’ and is different for others
because the network was trained with ‘A”.
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7.5.4 MLP network is trained with ‘A’ & tested for different fonts of ‘A’:
The MLP 10-40-26 network is tested for different fonts of character A, the corresponding
output is 1 and 25 number of -1’s for all, because the network was trained with ‘A”.
Input
Character
Recognized
Character
Input
Character
Recognized
Character
Input
Number
Recognized
Number
A A a a 1 1
B B b b 2 2
C C c c 3 3
D D d d 4 4
E E e e 5 5
F F f f 6 6
G G g g 7 7
H H h h 8 8
I I i i 9 9
J J j j 0 0
K K k k
L L l l
M M m m
N N n n
O O o o
P P p p
Q Q q q
R R r r
S S s s
T T t t
U U u u
V V v v
W W w w
X X x x
Y Y y y
Z Z z z
Table 7.3:  Recognition of characters A-Z, a-z and numbers 0-9.
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8. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have proposed algorithm for binarization that works very well for
generic document images.  The results showed that it has improved document image
binarization significantly over well-known Ni-Black’s algorithm.  The proposed technique is
based on Laplacian sign of the image, showed a good performance on different types of
document, particularly on images that have a variety of intensities of characters and
backgrounds or have low contrast of intensities.
 The entire decomposition process is based on the analysis of the spatial configuration
of bounding boxes of connected components. Our proposed approach, connected components
become the lowest level of the document hierarchy.  The proposed technique for thinning
algorithm is extensive of segmented characters.  The features of each character like aspect
ratio, pixel density, vertical stroke, horizontal stroke, left slant stroke, right slant stroke,
North-East segment, North-West segment, South-East segment and South-West segment are
extracted using proposed technique.  These features are classified with statistical method
KNN classifiers with less accurate.  The MLP design and simulation experiments have been
performed on single size and different fonts of characters.  Testing has been conducted on 17
different fonts of character set and it has been found that classifier for Machined printed
English character recognition has very high success rate.
Scope of Future Work:
An extension to character recognition can also be done using Radial Basis Function
networks and the centers are selected using K means clustering algorithm.  There is scope for
extension to word recognition, sentence recognition and finally document recognition.
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